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Unconscious Dimensions – A Dream by My Children. 

The conceptual context of my work - explores identity and inside the unconscious dimension 

of the human psyche. The notion that our dreams are an outlet for us to play out and 

‘unpack’ our emotions and experiences is something that interests me. 

The work is an aesthetically pleasing piece of moving imagery that showcases my individual 

style as an artist. Strategies are to seduce the viewer into a dreamy world with a slightly 

documentative style. There are ideas of symbolism and metaphors throughout, with each 

frame being like a beautifully captured photograph.  

This audio is an instrumental song created by Indi called ‘Suburban Secrets’, which I have 

chosen because the delicate and soothing suspense of the instrumental helps portray the 

narrative of the visuals by taking the viewer on a journey traveling through the mind while 

filing and processing events. It perfectly encapsulates the entire feeling of the piece.   

Psychologist Erik Craig once said that ‘while we dream we entertain a wider range of human 

possibilities then when awake; the ‘open house’ of dreaming is less guarded’ (Ernest 

Hartmann, 1996). I have created less guarded dream situations and documented them with 

my camera.  



The media used is video to create a three minute piece of moving imagery which captures a 

range of scenes and emotions. 

Some of the many artists who have influenced me are photographers Laura Makabresku 

(refer appendices, image #1), Katerina Plotnikova (refer appendices, image #2), Barbara Cole 

(refer appendices, image #3),  and Videographers/Directors Charlie White, Wes Anderson, 

Stephanie Di Giusto, Pieter Hugo and Michael Cleary.  

I have also been influenced by the dream theories of Erik Craig, Rosalind Cartwright, and 

Jeffrey Sumber. 

This quote from psychologist Erik Craig resonates with me in a profound way. It spoke to me 

during the process of my project.  

We are striving for freedom and have a fear of disclosure at the same time. We seek 

to know, and not know, to feel and not feel, to disclose and not disclose and this is 

our fundamental ambivalence. Our resistance is about allowing something to come 

out into the open while, at the same time, not wanting it to (Craig, 2008). 

Peace, freedom and gratitude for experiencing life are strong concepts with a running 

theme throughout my work being identity; A Dream by My Children has taken me on a 

journey of discovering what is important to me right now in my life. 

Psychologist Rosalind Cartwright’s theory of dreams is that they are ‘a time when your mind 

is going back in time and forward, and you review and rehearse, saying, 'Who am I now? 

Who do I want to be, and what do I have to do to get there?’ (Ulin, 2001) 

To finish I will leave you with the quote from Psychologist Jeffrey Sumber who said - 

‘Dreaming is the communication between our conscious mind and our unconscious mind’. 

(Tartakovsky, N.D) 

 

List of Appendices: 

Image #1 

 



Laura Makabresku ‘Untitled’. 2014 – Retrieved 15/8/14 from  

https://fbexternal-a.akamaihd.net/safe_image.php?d=AQAne3-

SyA2zXBxv&w=484&h=253&url=http%3A%2F%2F4.bp.blogspot.com%2F-

n6QaecnPXKw%2FU6MbhCvA9NI%2FAAAAAAAAFnU%2FMh3UPWOAopo%2Fs1600

%2F12.jpg&cfs=1 

 

Image #2 

 

Katerina Plotnikova ‘Untitled’. 2014 – Retrieved 15/8/14 from  

http://www.furiamag.com/sorprendentes-retratos-surrealistas-con-animales-silvestres-por-

katerina-plotnikova/ 

 

Image #3 

 

Barbara Cole ‘Two People’. 2012 – Retrieved 15/8/14 from 

http://babaracole.com/two-people 

 

https://fbexternal-a.akamaihd.net/safe_image.php?d=AQAne3-
https://fbexternal-a.akamaihd.net/safe_image.php?d=AQAne3-
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